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Benefactor sets up first endowed public interest chair

CPIL Director Fellmeth to be
first chair recipient in1993
by Ana Haase

Price Club wholesale warehouse founder
Sol Price and his wife Helen announced
Thursday, November 1, their gift of $1.8
million to USD' s Center for Public Interest
Law. The money will be used to endow a
faculty chair in their name, the first of its
kind in the nation.
The Price Public Interest Law Chair
will make it possible for a full-time faculty
member to teach public interest iaw and
direct the Center for Public Interest Law
(CPIL). The generous giftallows theCPIL
to become a permanent institution, training students to advocate the interests of the
underrepresented in California: courts, its
legislature and its administrative agencies.
Professor Robert C. Fellmeth, founder
and director of CPIL, will be the first .
recipient of the chair when it is officially
established in the fall of 1993.
California will benefit from this gift
which is part of USD's $47.5 million
"Education for a New Age" campaign.

Sol Price, whose Price Club is currently
the largest San Diego based business in
terms ofi'evenue, says that the "CPIL is a
model program, and it's one that other
states should consider copying.'' He also
feels it is "important that someone challenge the system. (State) agencies start out'
protecting the public, but soon industry
ends up owning the board or commission.''
The Prices' commitment to CPIL reflects their long-held interest in challenging government to serve the needs of the
public, rather than the desires of monied
special interests,
The Center, which is celebrating its
10th anniversary, has been one of the most
active watchdogs of California regulatory
agencies in the nation. It monitors 60 state
agencies which regulate business, the
environment, professions such as law and
medicine, and trades. Nearly 400 students
have graduated from the program and many

USD News Bureau Photo.

Center for Public Interest Law Director Robert Fellmeth.

See Price on Page 5.

Forbes wins ABA-LSD election Wilson wins·California.,
USD student, new student division Vice Chair
by Mitch Kam

After all those hours of laboring over the books, are you finding yourselfwith a few extra hours?
If so, you should get involved
with the American Bar Association/Law Student Division as many
of your fellow students already
have. One such active student is
USD's ABA/LSD Representative
Cheryl Forbes. Most recently, at
a conference held in Boston earlier this month, Forbes was elected

to the office of National ViceChair.
Forbes faced competition from
four other candidates, but with
the support of all the Student Bar
Association (SBA) Presidents in
her Circuit and the executive board
of USD's SBA, she breezed to
victory. As one of four national
officers, Forbes will primarily be
responsible for assisting the Chair
in the performance of his administrative duties, supervising the
15 Circuit Governors and 15 Cir-

cuit Governors-elect She will also
preside over National Board of
Governors meetings in the absence of the Chair, and promote
membership within the Law Student Division.
A second-year student, Forbes
has been active since last year,
chartering the first ABA/LSD
chapter in the Ninth Circuit at
USD. In addition to acting as
USD's ABA/LSD Chapter President, Forbes has served as Lieu-

See Forbes on Page 9.

voters sink Big Green
by Mitch Kam

In a closely contested race,
Pete Wilson (R) narrowly edged
Diane Feinstein (D) during last
week's elections to become California's 36th governor. Wilson,
who maintained a slight lead
throughout most of the campaign
season, saw early election lead
gradually diminish during the
course of the evening.
During the late hours of the
night; Feinstein' s run for the state
house appeared to pick up steam
as Wilson's lead was cut down to
less than one percent of the vote

an

at one point. Feinstein addressed
her supporters with confidence in
San Francisco before retiring for
a few hours of sleep, hoping to
wake up in the morning to victory. However, Feinstein' s hopes
ran out of gas down the home
stretch as Wilson emerged the
victorious party.
With 100 percent of the precincts counted, Wilson garnered
49 percent of the vote to Feinstein' s 46 percent. Wilson' s
margin of victory should increase
I
once all absentee ballots are
counted.

See Vote on Page 9.
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A view from the bench

Winter Break's around
the corner, R.l.P.
by Charles D. Hrvatln
Editor-in-Chief

I've come to the realization as Motions winds down for
the first semester that the ever present fatigue factor has
shown its ugly face at my back door.
This is disconcerting with a MPRE test the end of this
week, a week's worth of homework to reflect on (no,
actually that would be a month's worth of work and it
should probably be read first before reflecting on it), a
class paper that isn't even in the outline stages, an anemic
bank account with Christmas around the comer and just an
antecedent viewing of law school in general has left me
like the remains of Universal Studios -- burned out!
For the past three years I have dealt with it and usually
never even worried about it. Aiming to keep a pleasant
medium, I stray from the high-highs with complete know ledge that with them come the low-lows. Risk averse to the
emotional rollercoaster that comes with law school, I try
to be content with the merry-go-round switching off from
Motions to SBA to schoolwork to job hunting to outside
projects. Something's missing. I guess it must be social
life, if you can call an occasional beer at the Mo' Club or
Trophy's, or a golf excursion such.

Live and die by the calendar

Forsooth, mine has been a simple existence this semester. Simple because I've been living by my calendar.
datebook. I look in it, it tells me where to go, what to do
and when to do it. Unfortunately, for my datebook it will
have lost control by December 12 -- the date of my last
final.
By that time I will have been more than prepared forthe
cooling down time required to transition from the gearedup, stressful finals week pqsh to the relaxing and welldeserved winter vacation. It will not take long for the
transition to occur either. It should take probably, oh ...
about as long as it takes to hand my last final blue book,
scrap paper and exam in and walk out the .door. iTen
seconds.

A whole new world·

Walking out the door that day, opens up the world to the
feeling a kid gets walking through the gates of Disneyland
for the first time. There are so many things he wants to do
but where shall he start. He is so worked up, a rest is
needed just l!J get his wits about him. And that is just what
vacation is for. To rest in the calm before the storm.
Cool breezes. Beautiful seascapes. Holiday cheer.
Thanksgiving dinner. Malls lined with holiday ornaments
and holly (well, I guess it's been that way since October
anyway).
Christmas office parties. Eggnog and apple cider. Ham
and turkey. Pumpkin and pecan pie. A veritable cornucopia of relaxation and escape from torment are the cherished days of late December.
:
Then the overcast skies come. Not only beckoning
some sort of end to the drought but an end to the days of
calm.
The storm is upon us once again. The best you can do
is batton down the hatches or make like the prairie dogs
hiding in.the storm cellars. The hawkeyes dive to escape
the tornadoes and twisters that plummet the plains.
The best we can hope for is a little protection leantto us
in the form of repose during the break. A healing process
where the brain can think to other things than jurisprudence. Just as the natives of the Midwest cover themselves
from the elements, we too require protection.
Cherish the vacation and use it constructively. Recoup
lost time. Reacquaint yourself with frien~ that you may
not have realized you misplaced or set aside. Enjoy the art
of arising with no stench of homework looming in the
environment Take a break, but then when your consitution is back to full strength prepare for the return to the
grind. This is most helpful to avoid overburdensome
workloads and keeping one's sanity to finish out the year.
Look to the light at the end of the tunnel. Make goals.
I know mine -- I graduate in May.
Motions accepts unsolicted articles and letters to the edi-

tor for publication. The preferred method of submission
is on a 5 1/4" IBM-compatible floppy disk with a printed
copy of the article, the name of the file and the word processing program used and the name and phone nwnber of
.the author. No unsigned articles will be considered for
publication, but articles may be published with name
withheld. The disks will be returned. The list of word
processing systems compatible with our system is listed
elsewhere in this issue.
Signed opionions are those of the author and are not necessarily
those of Motions

Afar~tp{ace

of Ideas

President's Report
by Steve Smith
SBA President

By now, most of you probably know that the university
has been planning to build a new multi-use facility behind
the law school. That day is almost upon us; construction
will begin with the demolition of a section of Serra Hall on
Chi:'iStmas Day, excavation of the parking lot behind More
Hall will begin on January 15, and the erection of the new
building will begin on March 15. The project will not be
completed until the Spring of 1992. Those of us who
endured the construction of the new library remember the
dust, the noise, the loss of parking spaces, and the hazards ·
of studying amid cranes and tractors. If you weren't here~
brace yourself.
.
The decision to locate this facility behind the law
school was made by the U~D Board of Trustees. To be
fair, input from law faculty and students was received, and
some modifications to the original plans were made as a
result of our comments (including the relocation of the
entrance to the building away from our courtyard and the
movement of the wall of the building closest to us back
twenty feet), but this was some time after the original
plans had already been announced. The truth is, the
decision had been made and we (students, faculty, and the
dean) were powerless to stop it
If you have comments or suggestions regarding the
impending project, please let us know. Please remember,
however, that the project represents a genuine attempt by
the university to improve its facilities for all its students,
and our inconvenience is the enhancement of somebody
else's education. Besides, most of us are already parking
behind the football field anyway.

party, got the band, the place, decorated, and then .hung
around to clean up. By the way, remember the guy m the
bloody pumpkin head with a tongue hanging out that felt
·
real? It was.

Cheryl Forbes Elected ABA Vice Chair

Thanks to the efforts of Cheryl Forbes, a second-year
student, the Law Student Division of the American Bar
Association has experienced a resurgence in prominence
and participation here at USD.
. .
The ABA-LSD is different than the SBA; it 1s a full
blown section of the ABA, and participation on the national level gives our school national recognition and an
opportunity to participate in policy-making that may
eventually reach the ABA' s lobbyists in Washington. The
ABA-LSD has apparently also recognized Cheryl's talents: last week she was elected Vice Chair of the entire organization. This is the second-highest post in the Law
Student Division's internal structure, and a huge honor.
Congratulations, Cheryl, you deserve it.

Amnesty International

The SBA has been contacted by Amnesty International
requesting that we find out if students would be intere~ted
in starting a chapter at USD Law School. The organization has been effective in the protection of human rights
worldwide. If you would be interested in joining or
leading such a group, please contact the SBA office.

SBA Activities

SBA has formally approved the following resolutions:

Faculty Debate Minority Hiring in Academia

(1) endorsement of a new, quantitative faculty evaluation

form; (2) recommendation that the school conduct an' 'acThis Wednesday, November 14, at 7:00 pm in UC cess audit'' of the handicapped accessibility of the law
Forum A, the SBA Speakers' Bureau will present the first · school facilities; and (3) endorsement of a public service
in a series of debates between law school faculty mem- requirement for all students (discussed in the September
bers.. This edition promises to be especially engaging 18 issue of Motions). In addition, SBA has formally recbecause the topic is the hiring of minorities in academia. ognized a new student organization, The Christian Legal
The discussion will be hosted by Ben Johnson, a third year Society (for information contact the SBA office), and is
student, and will feature professors Larry Alexander, currently discussirig options for participation in Martin
Maimon Schwarzschild, Don Weckstein, and Robert Luther King Day.
Simmons. Also participating will be representatives from
the American Civil Liberties Union and the U.S. LibertarSBA Meetings
ian Party.
Every law student is a member of SBA and has a right
to
attend
and be heard at SBA meetings. These meetings
Halloween Party
are held every Tuesday at 5:00 pm in Fletcher B. Agendas
As promised, the Halloween Party was both stupid and are posted on the SBA bulletin board by 5:00 pm on the
carnal; another huge success. Approximately 400 people(?)
prior Thursday. If you are interested in what's being done
attended, all of whom appeared to be having a good time. with your student fees, or just want to get a feel for what's
Most of the credit goes to Jamie Sternberg; she planned the going on in the law school, please come.
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Dear Letters to Motions:
At the beginning of my law school career I found some
graffiti on the bathroom wall which I thought was amusing.

"He offered his honor
she honored his offer
and all night long it
was honor and offer."

Students kept well fed for thought
Dear Letters to Motions:
A Little More Food for Thought
(Authors Unknown)

If you think you are beaten, you are;
If you.think you dare not, you don't
If you'd like to win, but think you can't,
it' s almost a cinch you won't
If you think you'll lose, you 're lost;
For out in the world we find
success begins with a fellow's will,
it's all in the state of mind.
Life's battles don't always go
to the stronger or faster man (woman);
but sooner or later the man (woman) who wins
is the one who thinks he (she) can.

Submitted by Chico Marty for first and second year
students unaffected by the "Indispensable Man" syndrome.

A month before final exams the same graffiti strange
enough became a hypothetical exam question.
The following was my answer:
He made an offer of his honor. An offer is the manifestation of the intent to be presently bound. He intended to
allow himself to be bound to performing his honor. Therefore, He made a valid offer.
She accepted He's offer. By accepting She implied her
own promise ofperformance, thus a bilateral contract was
formed. The issue of consideration is fulfilled by·She's
legal right to forebear his honor. There was a bargained for
exchange in that each party received something (quid pro
quo).
In the alternative, He's offer could be construed as a
unilateral offer. She's honoring the offer would not be
acceptance because He was asking for performance, not a
promise to perform.
But there was performance in fact and thus a unilateral
contract was completed (executory).
Submitted by Marty Kovalsky
Second Year Day Student

Quotas beget inequality, not equality
, ·" , . Some .issues.. provoke
controversy·just by mentioning them. Exchanges are
heated, and often involve
ad hominem attacks. Affirmative action is such an
issue. Consider the following: Several weeks ago,
President Bush vetoed Ted
Kennedy's "Civil Rights
Bill'' and the U.S. Senate failed to override his Presidential veto by just one vote. Jesse Helms, trailing in his third
bid for re-election in North Carolina to Harvey Gantt,
began running ads the last week before the election
accusing Gantt of being in favor of racial quotas because .
Gantt supported the bill. Helms comes back to narrowly
defeat the ex-Charlotte mayor in a close race.
During the California Gubernatorial race, Pete Wilson
accused -Diane Feinstein of being in favor of quotas
because ofa statement she made thatit would be her policy
to make executive appointments based on a particular minority group' s (including women) population percentage. After sensing the potential political fallout, she distanced herself from the comment and stated that she is not
in favor ofquotas. Now, the quota question comes to USD,
with a faculty discussion on the hiring of minorities.
The issue of racial quotas in education was first significantly brought into question in the 1977 case, Regents of
the University of California v. Bakke. In the case, Bakke
was denied admission to medical school even though he
was more qualified than some minorities who were admitted. Why was he denied admission? Because he was a
white male, and the school had a policy of reserving places
for minorities.
Instead of clearing up the issue, the U.S. Supreme
Court held that minority status could be used as a consideration for admission, but thatrigid quotas were wrong. In
other words, a policy of ''affmnative action,'' whereby a
person could be given an advantage in admission, a
promotion, hiring, etc., solely because they are a minority
is constitutional. Such an approach, argue proponents of
affirmative action, is necessary to remedy the past effects
of discrimination.
However, one should consider the following before
advocating an affirmative action approach:
First, Affirmative action is discrimination, because it,
in essence, is judging a person by their skin color, or
minority status, instead of judging a person on their
merits. As a principle, if discrimination is wrong, it should
be wrong no niatter who is perpetrating it or for what
reason.
Second, Affirmative action policies may produce more
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A fu.nny thing happened on my way to
final exam review
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King~ .g one

but not
forgotten at USD
by Geoff Koons

In January 1991~ we will celebrate the sixty-second
anniversary of the birth of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Dr.
King only lived to see his thirty-ninth birthday before an
assassin's bullettore his life away.
Although Dr'. King is no longer with us, his legacy lives
on. Most of the civil rights cases we study bear the stamp
of Dr. King's work. The issues raised about minority
faculty and admissions at USD reflect facets of his influence. The dream of people working and living together,
regardless of race or creed, is the torch that passed to us at
'Dr. King's death. We must not let the torch become
extinguished before it is our tum to pass it on.
The last issue ofMotions carried an editorial lamenting
USD's lack of recognition for Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day. Although it has been a federal holiday for several
years, the law school will have classes just like any otµer
Monday. What will make 'it different from every other
Monday is the fact that several groups are planning events
on and around this holiday.
The Students for Social Progress (SSP) formed in
response to USD' slack of recognition of this holiday. Last
year a small group of people, including a core from the
SSP, participated in an early morning march from the east
end of Marian Way to the Immaculata where th~y observed a moment of silence for Dr. King. Two of the SSP' s
goals are to encourage recognition of the holiday and to
plan events which highlight the ideals espoused by D!·
King.
In conjunction with the Black-American Law Student
Association, the SSP is currently planning to bring a
national speaker to USD for Martin Luther King, Jr. Day.
Panel discussions, guest lectures, media exhibits and other
events are also planned for the week surrounding the
holiday which will be observed January 21, 1991.
While we applaud the article in the last issue of Motions, we want our fellow students to realize that there is
a constructive outlet for their frustrations. If you are interested in helping recognize a great man and his work,
please contact Justin Miller or Anne Deirickx,-or leave a
note in the SSP mailbox located beside the elevator ih the
lower floor lobby.

harm than good For example,
iri ·his best selling book, The
Closing of the American
· Mind, Professor Allan Bloom
· argues tha,t in aggressively
pursuing affmnativ~ action
policies, . universities have
cheapened the accomplishments of some black students,
It's time to start thinking about alternative positions in
and ''institutionalized the
the work place as the legal profession gets continuously
worst aspects of separatism." Bloom explained that
more glutted. As students are aware San Diego is just one
affmnative action cheapens the accomplishments of some
place where finding a job in the legal profession is a job in
minorify students because ''their hard-won creditials become
itself.
non-credible,'' in that some might, wrongly, perceive that
A page-one report in The National Law Journal charted
they are in the position they 're in just j:>ecause of affmna~
fmn growth in the United States as dramatically dropping.
tive action.
According to the November 12 article, growth patterns in
Also, racial tensions are fostered in an environment · the top firms were tending downwards.
where someone is denied admission or a job because they
are not a member of a certain minority group. If anything,
One fact pointed_out that was very obvious was that the
this heightens awareness of dermal differences, instead of
largest firms iii financial centers such as New York grew
diminishing their importance.
.
·
at a slower pace than elsewhere, at two percent.
Third, Affmnative action policies have the effect of
This just goes to the point that in the near future law
punishing someone for nothing. This is because an indistudents will have to put their legal degree to work in
vidual who did nothing wrong may be disadvantaged, so
pursuits other than traditional legal positions.
that someone, who might not even have been the viCtim of
prior discrimination, can receive the benefits of affirmaA lot will have to do with the individual' s background
tive action.
·
as Finance, Business, Accounli!'lg. Communications and
This idea, of punishing someone for the past wrongs of
other majors can tum in to godsend's when employers
their parents, or because of their association with a certain
begin looking for well-rounded job applicants. Further, on
group, was abhorrent to even the founding fathers. The
the note of worldliness, the typical employer will look for
Constitution provides that no " Bill of Attainder" laws
the candidate who has common sense and is able to work
will be passed by Congress and that ''Corruption of
under fire. These are qualities that may be present in the
blood" will not occur because of the crime of ones'
collective body of law students, however, it is evident that
parents. Ho:wever, 'with affmnative action, today's genmany are so deadset on practicing law and getting bilerations would be punished for the discrimination policies
lables that they may be passed up by the wave of ' ' outsidof past generations. Something~ seemingly, that is coners'' who are coming to law school to improve their
trary to American jurisprudential notions.
outside marketability and not merely to become a lawyer.
Fourth, the benefitS of affmnative action may not
Different careers outside of law are numerous and have
outweigh the social and financial costs. Some universities
been briefly touched on in past Motions. There are careers
are spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to k~p up
in sports, as agents, management, and even manager in
affirmative action compliance records. Instead, this money
Tony La Russa's case. There are alternative careel·s in
could be better spent for general education purposes and · journalism as reporter, legal correspondent and in network
the following: more aggressive recruitment of minority
administration. And of course, there is also always poliapplicants, remedial education programs and special
tics.
admission policies based on educational and economic
With the various representative bodies loaded with
disadvantages, not on race.
.
· bodies and " dump the incumbent" for the most unsucOverall, a more concentrated effort should be made to
cessful it seems like there is great likelihood of some one
end discrimination so that every person is given a fair
of your classmates entering the political arena.
chance. However, instead of crushing tl}e remnants of
Whatever the decision is job hunters be ~aware. There
discrimination, affmnative action only perpetuates it, by
are many other possibilities awaiting the successful J.D.making race, sex, or religion important, when they shoitldn't
holder.
be.
Motions

Mark Brnovich

Alternate careers await
would-be attorneys
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Mar/(?tpface of Ideas
Guest Commentary

"How I spent my summer vacation" or "Life in hell"
by Robert Mcl,aughlln

Imagine a life with no joy, no fun, no
time, and no sports. That is life when you
are studying for the bar. For example, my
· schedule was the following: up at 6:00
a.m. and study for one hour; at 7:00 a.m.
get ready for work; work from 8:00 a.m. to
12:00 p.m.; have lunch and then study till
6:30 p.m.; attend bar review from 7:00
p.m. til 10:00 p.m.; go home have dinner
and study til 11:30 p.m.; watch news and
then go to bed and do it all over. My life
was typical of a student studying for the
bar exam.
Most people studying for the bar exam
can be categorized into three basic groups:
(1) the average student with average study
habits; (2) the anal retentive student; and
(3) the repeater student (someone who has
taken the bar exam before). I and most
other bar examinees fell into the first group.
The second category is composed of
those students (and you know_who you are)
who finish their outlines two weeks before
class ends. (The rest of us never even made
an outline.) For example, I have a friend,
who shall remain nameless, that got up
every morning bright and early to have
breakfast at school so he could wait for the
law library to open. He then studied all
morning until 12:30. Then he would attend
both a bar review and a Multistate review.
Afterwards, he went back to the library to
study til it closed at midnight. Sixteen
straight hours of studying. It made me tired
just watching him.
The last group is composed of those
who have taken a bar exam in the past. This
group includes people
who have failed a
previous bar exam, ·
out-of-state attorney's
taking the California
bar exam, and those
who have taken the bar
so many times there is
no chance they will
ever pass. These
people rank anywhere
from supremely cocky
to completely and totally paranoid. This
group should be
avoided at all costs to
preserve your own
sanity.
The bar exam itself consists of three
sections: (1) six essays
worth 39 percent of
the total exam, (2) two
performance exams
worth 26 percent, and
(3) Multistate Bar
Exam worth 35 percent. The total amount
of points possible is
2000. A passing score
is 1440. However, the
actual grading is much
more complicated.
The MBE is
equated to all prior
MBE' s. For example,
raw scores are converted to scaled scores
which make all current test-takers look
like all previous test-

lions (100 in the morning and afternoon)
takers. The MBE has its own minimum
passing score of about 67 percent correct. testing general principals of law in seven
The written scores on the exam are then categories: ( 1) Contract; (2) Torts; (3) Real
scaled to the MBE (i.e., converted to a dis- Property; (4) Criminal Law & Procedure;
tribution that has the same mean and stan- (5) Constitutional Law; (6) Evidence; and
(7) Remedies.
dard deviation as the MBE.)
After all scaling is complete, those scar~
Everyone came in prepared and strangely
ing 1466 and above pass, those below 1390 upbeat. It did not last. The morning session
fail. Those between get their written ex- was extremely difficult. Every question
ams graded again. If your exam gets a appeared to have two correct answers. Many
second look, the first and second readings people who rigorously prepared for this
are averaged. Above 1440 passes, below portion of the exam were no better off than
1412 fails. Those now between 1412 and those who just did the minimum prepara1440 get a third look by a reappraiser who tion. On leaving the examination room for
re-reads your entire examination and de- lunch you could hear a pin drop. There was
termines on the whole whether you pass of no laughter or talking unlike the first day.
fail. Of course none of this is really imporNo one looked forward to the aftertant to anyone taking the bar, except it ex- noon, especially since all of us had been
plains why theresultsarenotreported until warned that it was usually harder and longer
· the Friday after Thanksgiving.
than the morning session. Undaunted, we
The exam is administered over three charged into the examination room. As it
days. The morning session starts at 9:00 turned out the afternoon session was a little
a.m. and goes until 12:00 p.m. The after- easier - just a little. People left after the
noon session goes from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 second day of the exam happy it was over
. and not feeling all that good.
p.m ..
The lastday was the same as the first. In
On thefirstdayoftheJuly '90barexam
the morning session consisted of three essays the morning we .had three essays testing
covering, criminal procedure, civil proce- evidence/criminal procedure, professional
dure, and community property. The essays responsibility, and corporations. These
were straight forward and everyone left the essays were not complicated and except
examination room feeling very good. There for the professional responsibility essay
was talking, laughter and joking as we left. were fairly easy. By the afternoon everyIn the afternoon, the performance exam one was looking forward to just finishing
was difficult but manageable. People left the exam. The afternoon performance exam
the exam with their good mood from ear- was typical of past performance exams the
lier in the day a little tempered by the bar committee had given and most people
performance exam, but overall upbeat.
handled it without much trouble. This was
The second day consisted of the Multis- one question where the bai ~<view course
tate exam. This is M exam of 200 ques- really paid off.

As you could guess, in preparing for the
bar exam you must take a bar review
course. They prepare you for the exam and
provide a much needed approach to studying. Also, I highly recommend you start
doing multistate questions early in your
studying. Hopefully, the more you do the
better you will get at them. In our case, the
consensus was that all the questions in all
the multistate books in the world could not
have adequately prepared us for the multistate day of hell.
The big key to survival of the exam is stamina. In writing this article I purposely
included how the majority of people felt
after each exam session. This was not done
to bore you (actually it was to fill up
space), it was to show how over the three
days you cover the entire spectrum of
emotions and anxiety. The best preparation is therefore to practice remaining calm
while taking practice questions under
simulated exam conditions. The more you
force yourself to finish the practice ques.:
tions in the allotted time span the better off
you are. This will prepare you for the time
pressure of the real exam. Then before the
exam avoid the anal retentive and repeater
students. All they will do is make you
uptight and nervous. Remember the more
relaxed you are during the exam the better
off you are, so try to control those emotions and fear.
Aftertheexam,DONOTDISCUSSIT
WITH ANYBODY! Instead go out and
get drunk, party, or do whatever you do to
relax (use your imagination). Many people
go on vacation after the exam. I highly
recommend this. In my case I was working
so I took off only a
week and a half and
went to Idaho. While
there I did everything
I had not done while
in my sedentary lifestyle of studying for
the bar. I fished, got
drunk, hiked, got
drunk, went horseback
Q
r,
riding, got drunk, and
ll 1~ n~tc in general just did
whatever I wanted. If
'O
this is not your idea of
~
Q3
fun you can go to
gi Europe or Mexico for
~
an extende(l vacation
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Whatever happens,
always remember in
c
the worse case scenario
~
you have to take the
'\-' ~ exam again. The world
___..,......... ~ will not end, and perm haps it will be better
0
off without another
attorney out there. If
~
you remember this you
g will have a better percn spective on the exam
\\'\r1mir-n~~J~llldi @ and be more relaxed
.E
oi
in taking it Maybe you
·~ will even have a bet8 ter perspective on what
it is to be a lawyer. As
· they say, not even the
best attorney can win
every case. See you in
the July '91 bar exam!
.
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Bob McLa.ughlin is a member of the USD La.w School Class of 1990. The May grad is currently working and awaiting California Bar results.
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Pu6{ic Interest Law

Students across nation show support for pro bono
Angered that low-income Americans
cannot afford a lawyer, students from over
half the nation's law schools recently
launched a campaign for pro bono work in
law schools that could add millions of
hours of legal services to the poor.
Students from several schools -- including Harvard, University of Hawaii, Whittier, Hastings, Georgetown, University of
Michigan and American University -announced the formation of a new group
called ''Law Students for Pro Bono.'' The
goal of the group's campaign is to incorporate a pro bono requirement into the traditional curriculum at each of the nation's
175 accredited law schools.
"In the United States, the principle
'equal justice under the law' really means
'equal justice under the law for a few',"
said Sandra Hauser, a third-year law student at Harvard and an organizer of the
campaign. ''It is time for our legal educators, the leaders of our profession, and the
Bush White House to realize that our legal
system is not delivering on its promise of ,
justice for all."
Citing a report of the American Bar
Association that shows nine out of 10 legal
needs of the poor go unmet, "Law Students
for Pro Bono" aims to organize student
campaigns at every law school in the country with the goal of making pro bono work
a required part of legal education by the
year 2000. The group has enlisted the
National Association for Public Interest
Law (NAPIL) to coordinate the effort
Announcement of the campaign comes
on the heels of NAPIL' s public interest law
conference, which brought together students from over 90 law schools around the
country. It also follows a vote in favor of

pro bono requirement by the law student ·
division of the American Bar Association.
"It is a fact that 33 percent of AfricanAmericans in the United States live in
poverty,'' said Juliette Williams, a Georgetown law student and the national president of the Black Law Students Association. ''I am taking part in this organizing
campaign because it is imperative that
more programs be created to increase the
amount of legal services available to the
underrepresented."
''The legal profession is grossly failing
to deliver," said consumer advocate Ralph
Nader who came out in support of the law
students' effort. "Most lawyers are working for polluters and not the environment,

for landlords and not tenants, for management and not workers, for the wealthy and
not the poor. Under the campaign (announced October 22), law students around
the country are working to change that."
''Under pro bono programs established
at their schools, students will be working
on the critical issues of the day and learning how to meet their professional obligations in advancing justice in their society," Nader said.
Organizers say that if each of the nation's 129,000 law students performed 100
hours of pro bono work per year, they
would be providing 12.9 million hours of
legal services. Given that pro bono cases
take an estimated 10 hours, it is possible

The press conference was held at the
National Press Club, Monday, October
22.

Price
Continued from Page 1
of them have chosen public interest law as
a career.
''The generous Price endowment means
that the Center for Public Interest Law will
become a permanent part of USO Law
School," said Professor Fellmeth. "USO
has agreed to match the Price gift, and will
now finance a substantial portion of the
costs of our academic program.''
Director Fellmeth says the support for
the Center is ''signaling the end of the 'Me,
Me, Me Generation,' after graduation many
graduates go into public interest law and
work for below market value.'' He added .
that "It's encouraging to find that several
students interested in law have chosen to
attend USO because of the public interest
program.'' According to Fellmeth nearly
13 percent of the law students at USO are
involved with the CPIL.
The Center consists of a 13 member
core group, including director, Robert
Fellmeth and supervising attorney Julie
D' Angelo. They oversee 50 interns, who
after their fust year of law school go through
a two-year program.
After their first year in the program
monitoring and learning about regulatory
agencies and law, students become eligible for in-depth advocacy projects. These
projects involve writing a publishable critique of an agency or state policy, drafting
model legislation, hearing iestimony or
litigation.
CPIL publishes the quarterly California Regulatory Law Reporter, it covers the
activities of 70 state agencies and 25 public interest organizations. The Reporter is
subscribed to by most legislators, agency
officials, journalists, libraries and 13 of the
state's 15 largest law firms.
This is the first endowed chair for the
USO School of Law and the first of its kind
in the nation.CPIL has graduated over 400
students from its program, many of whom
have gone on to successful careers in pub-

that upwards ofone million Americans can
have some of their legal needs met if the
requirement is adopted by the nation's law
schools.
"There is still a critical need for the
legal profession as a whole and the government through such programs as the Legal
Services Corporation, which has been seriously underfunded by theReagan and Bush
Administrations to meet their obligation to
delivering access to justice to the poor,"
according to Matt Nicely, student body
president at American University Law
School.
A pro bono requirement already has
been adopted by Tulane, University of
Pennsylvania, Valparaiso and Florida State.
Several other law schools are currently
considering such a program, including
Hawaii, Harvard, UCLA and Stetson in St.
Petersburg, Florida.
''In the classroom we learn that the
United States more than any other country
in the world promises every person a fair
shot in court," said Scott Saiki, a student at
the University of Hawaii Law School. "On
the streets outside we find a tragically
different story.''
"We find.people evicted because they
cannot afford to go to housing court, we
find battered women who do not have the
moneytohirealawyer,andwefindelderly
people who cannot enforce their rights
under the law because of lack of money,''
added Saiki. ''These problems must be
incorporated into our education so we can
start doing something about them now,
and so that we will be better equipped to
deal with them when we graduate."

lie or public interest law. Some of CPIL' s
graduates include the current executive
director of the Utility Consumers' Action
Network (UCAN), the staff counselto the ·
Senate Judiciary Committee, the staff
counsel to the Assembly Judiciary Committee, a senior attorney in the Department
of Insurance, numerous city and district
attorneys specializing in consumer fraud,
and the current Supervising Attorney at the
Center for Public Interest Law.
USO law students usually join the program during their second year of law school,
by studying substantive administrative law
in ''California Administrative Law &
Practice" and by actively monitoring the
activities of two or three assigned agen- :
cies. On a quarterly basis, CPIL interns
write,articles on their agencies, which are
published in the California Regulatory Law
Reporter. Over the past 10 years, CPIL has
published theequivalentof50,000double-

spaced pages of information about the current
activities of state agencies.
As stated above, students have been
involved in many of the Center's successes
over the past decade, including the creation of UCAN (which now has 60,000
members and is the third-largest rate}Yayer
advocacy organization in the United States),
the abolition of unnecessary state agencies, its nationally-known efforts to improve and enhance the state's attorney and
physician discipline systems for the protection-of clients and patients, and its recent attack on California Lottery advertising. CPIL interns are given the unique
opportunity to draft legislation and agency
rules, participated in high-impact public
interest test litigation, and work under the
supervision of experienced public interest
attorneys and lobbyists.
Ana Haase is a junior Speech Communication major.

More Hall PILF

Public benefits
from surrimer.
intern pro.gram

Thanks to a grant from the More Hall
Public Interest Law Foundation (MHPILF),
USO law student Rose Kwiatkowski was
able to spend the summer of 1990 as a legal
intern with Westside Legal Services in
Santa Monica. This internship was a direct
result of MHPILF's implementation of
income-sharing, whereby students pledge
either one summer day's earnings or one
percent of their annual income to fund
public interest internships.
Westside Legal Services is a non-profit
organization which provides legal services
·to those who cannot afford an attorney.
Westside provides legal service in the areas
of landford/tenant, public benefits, immigration and consumer law. The organization puts great emphasis on assisting their
clients in protecting their rights on basic
needs issues such as food and housing.
Like other legal aid services, Westside
is understaffed. As a result, Kwiatkowski
found it very rewarding to be providing
legal services to people who would otherwise not be represented in the legal system
due to lack of financial resources.
The More Hall PILF offers applications
for summer public internship grants in the
spring of each year. Both MHPILF and the ·
Career Planning Office offer information
to help students find suitable public interest internships. Student interested in learning•more about opportunities in the public
interest area are encouraged to attend general
meetings of the More Hall Public Interest
Law Foundation. Consult Sidebar for
meeting dates and times.
Submitted by David Carducci
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Appellate Moot Court Board

Moot Board finishes semester on high note
Apple loans
Mac to Moot
Court Board

Gators take a bite out of competition in First
USD National Criminal Procedure event
by Charles D. Hivatln

In light of Apple Computer' s mission to
support higherr education, the company
loaned an Apple Macintosh SE/30 to the
USD Appellate Moot Court Board.
Doug Shaw, Apple's Higher Education
Director, said one of Apple' s goals is to
enhance student productivity and computer literacy. Shaw continue4 stating that
by giving the Moot Court Board an extended loan of a Macintosh, he hoped to
aid the Board in preparing the numerous
briefs and other documents associated with
Moot Court competitions.
Appellate Moot Court Board Vice
Chairman Kevin Mann offered thanks to
Apple Computer and Doug Shaw, in particular, for their gracious support of the
program at USD. With the spring competi. tions on the horizon the Board has already
made extensive plans to utilize the new
equipment.

Moot Court Competitions

The Jessup International Law Competition is well under way with finals set
for this Friday, November 16, in the Grace
Courtroom. Everyone is welcome· to attend.
The final contest of.the Winter semester
comes on the heels of the Appellate Board
putting on the National Criminal Procedure Competition (see accompanying story)
as well as last month's Law & Motion
competition.
The Spring semester will begin quickly
for Moot Court contestants with the Thomas More Constitutional Law Competition. tournament Coordinator Ron Northup
will have problems available Wednesday,
January 9, 1991. Briefs are due two weeks
later, Wednes,Pay, January 23.
Trials begin Thursday, January 30 with
preliminary rounds held January 30-31 and
finals in Grace Courtroom, Friday, February 1. "It may seem far away," said Board
Chair Brent Neck, "however, the Thomas
More is a two-person competition and
participants should start looking for teammates now."
Neck expects 30 to 40 teams to compete
as the Constitutional Law competition is
''one of the biggest competitions.''

c ·
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Pardee Legal Reference Center

Computer instructional lab now open in LRC
by Mlchael M. White
Reference Librarian
Legal Research Center

National Team Accolades .

Jurors N eeded For
Mock Trials

Volunteer jurors are needed to participate in the Lawyering Skills II Mock Trials
which will be held -at the Courthouse
downtown on Monday, November 12;
Tuesday, November 13; and Wednesday,
November 14, from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Jurors will sit in thejury box, listen to trial,
deliberate, reach a verdict and give feedback to student attorneys. Please call Leah
at 260-4600, extension 2662, between the
hours of 1 and 5 p.m. or drop by her office
in Room 103 of the law school.

Circuit Court of Appeals. As an Assistant
United States Attorney, Lam helped prosecute local businessman Richard Silberman
along with Chris Petti in a recent San
Diego money laundering case. This case
was the model for the competition's problem.

The renowned moot court ·team from
South Texas Law School tried to say ''See
ya later 'gator" to the team from the University of Florida. The best they could do
was second place as the team of Amy
Shelfer and Kenneth Spiegelman, of the
Case Summary
_ University of Florida, won first place in the
Competition Justices
The case presented two issues. The first
inaugural, USD-sponsored National CrimiPresiding over the final round was a
was whether 18 U.S.C. section 2518,
nal Procedure Competition.
distinguished trio of well-versed Civil
commonly known as the roving wire-tap,
A beeming Board Chairman, Brent Neck
Procedure scholars. A familiar face to USD,
is constitutional. The second issue was
exclaimed, ''The competition was a big
Judge Richard Huffman along with Clifwhether the testimony given by a witness
success. All of the schools said they were
ford Fishman and Carol Lam made up the
at trial violates a defendant's Sixth Amendvery impressed with USD' s organization
bench.
ment right to confrontation.
of the competition, and they all plan to
One of USD's most respected profesThe facts were set up as follows:
send i team next year.''
sors Judge Huffman currently sits on the
On May 3, 1990, the FBI monitored a ·
Neck continued, ''Hosting such a com· Fourth District Couurt of Appeal. He rephone call made by Jon Birckey from a pay
petition really increased our law school's
. ceived his law degree from USC in 1965. , phoneinLasVegas,Nevada. The two men
visibility and greatly enhanced the reputa"
Following graduation, Huffman worked discussed a drug exchange which was to be
tionofourSchool'sMootCourtprogram.''
for the California Attorney General's Ofhandled by Birckey's liaison, Mr. X.
The competition consisted of 28 comfice. Joining the San Di~go District AttorUnbeknownst to either Birckey or Stone,
petitors from 10 different schools. Cross
ney's Office in 1970, Judge Huffman was
Mr. X was an FBI confidential informant.
town rivals California Western and Westnanied "Prosecutor of the Year" by the
On May 6, 1990, Stone met with Mr. X to
ern State along with Pepperdine, Georgia
California District Attorney's Association
sell him a cocaine sample. Federal law
State, Whittier College and Touro College
in 1984.
enforcement officers were on the scene to
all sent one team to compete. Eventual
Professor Clifford Fishman teaches at
arrest both men for drug trafficking.
finalists South Texas and the University of
the Catholic University School of Law. He
The conversation between Birckey and
Florida sent two teams each as did Florida
served as an Assistant District Attorney in
Stone, monitored by federal wiretap, was
State and Creighton University.
the New York County District Attorney' s
used against Stone at trial. Additionally, at
South Texas was well represented in
Office and as ExecutiveDistreict Attorney
the insistence of the government, the court
awards ceremonies with the team of John
in New York City's Special Narcotics
allowed Mr. X to testify about the May 6,
Kim-Greg Eidman finishing in second place
Prosecutor's Office. While there, he drafted
1990 drug exchange from behind a screen.
and the team of Lamar Clemons-Eric
and supervised the execution of numerous
Oliver Stone was convicted of drug trafRobertson taking honors of Best Brief
wiretapping and eavesdropping orders. From
ficking and sentenced to 25 years in prison.
Respondent.
1984 to 1986, Professor Fishman served as
His appeal to the Nevada State Supreme
The third place team of Luther Beck
Court was unsuccessful and the United
a consultant on electronic surveillance for
and Jefferson Blandford (Georgia State
the President's c 'ommission on Organized States Supreme Court has agreed to decide
University) boasted Beck as Best Oral
1
~·
Crime.
the con.stitutionality of the apove menAdvocate. The University of Florida's other
tioned issues.
CarofL$llis anAssist.an~lJnited States
team of David Brennan-Kelly Geragh!Y · Attorney;, After receiving .hei:~ .A. from
With the success of the First Annual
finished fourth. Touro University students
Yale University, she gra:d\lated from StanNational Criminal Procedure Competition,
Mark Alter and Gregory Winton' won for
fordLaw Schoolin 1985
then clerked
there should be a long string of success for
Best Brief Petitioner.
for Judge Irving R. Kaufman of the Second
the Appellate Moot Court of USD.

by Luke Sharpe

The National Team just got done competing in Los Angeles for the 1990-91
National Moot Court Competition. The
National Team consists of Steve Wainer,
Lisa Goeden, Brian Hackley and Gayle
Thome.
The teams of Wainer-Thome and Goe7
den-Hackley went up against 22 other teams.
The tough competition had an early attrition as USD's entries didn't make it past the
quarterfinals.
Wainer-Thome lost the first day of the
competition while Lisa Goeden and Brian
Hackley got to the round of eight only to
·
lose to UCLA.

All in all it was a very successful undertaking. When asked about it, Brent Neck
responded, "The success of the competition is due in large part to the hard work of
National Competition Director Polly Haisha.
Polly wrote the bench brief and was responsible for all the logistics of the competition."

·

Shepard's, and Shepard' s PreView.
WESTCheck can also perform Content
Verification to ensure that only valid citations are checked in WESTLAW. After
The lawyer' s work station is no longer
the citations are verified and modified,
a futuristic prediction. In the here and now
you can check your citations list in all
lawyers sp~nd hours in front of their comservices by performing a WESTCheckrun.
puters: conducting legal research, drafting .WESTrain, a tutorial for using the WESdocuments, inputting billable hours and
TLAW database, is also available on the
tracking their calendars. University fund- · IBM-compatible terminals.
ing through the Academic· Computing
Department, will soon provide law stuThe LRC LEXIcon
dents the opportunity to become better
LEXIS 'software for the IBM-compatversed in the use of computers for multiible includes CheckCite, Mead Data's citasking. A new computer instructional lab
tation checker, and LEXFORM, which
is now opening at the Legal Research Center.
permits modification of the standard LEXIS
Mere word processing is not the object of
document format. CheckCite enables you
tbis lab, rather, it is intended to give future
lawyers practice in the new uses of com- . to verify all of the citations in a brief or
puters in the legal field.
.
other legal document, and allows you, to
use Auto-Cite, Shepard's, or both to verify
Law students will be given priority aecess
- to the terminals. The Lab is fn room 126 of
the accuracy of all your case citations.
LEXFORM formats downloaded documents
the Legal Research Center and offers five
from LEXIS/NEXIS to print without sysIBM-compatible and five Macintosh
tem page numbers; level and running head
computers. Free copies may be made on
dot matrix printers, laser copies will be
charged.
r~leases

Gilbert's

WESTCheck available

All 10-of the computers in the Lab are
loaded with software to access LEXIS and
WESTLAW. Additional software associated with the WESTLAW system includes
WESTCheck, West Publishing's automated
citation checking software for the IBMcompatibles. WESTCheck automatically
accesses WESTLAW, verifies your citations and retrieves results from Ins ta-Cite,

information, leading and trailing pages,
etc.
All 10 computers in the Lab also have
word processing capabilities. The five IBMcompatible computers have WordPerfect
5.1 and the five Macintosh computers have
Microsoft Word 4.0. In developing legal
skills, you will be required to produce a ·
tremendous quantity of written material.
Writing briefs, outlines, memos, resumes,
letters; and theses with the aid of a word
processor allows you to edit and revise .
your work without retyping.
Word processing features such as the
Spell program and the Thesaurus program
allow you to quickly check spelling and
offers alternative words without manually
leafing through a dictionary or thesaurus.
Manuals on using the wordprocessing
applications are available at the circulation desk in the Legal Research Center.
The reference desk can provide further
information on the Lab and its applications.

Miller Civ Pro tapes

Gilbert Law Summaries announced the addition of Professor Arthur R. Miller's Civil
Procedure audio tape set to the Gilbert Law Audio Tape series.
· Professor Arthur R. Miller, the Bruce Bromley Professor of Law at Harvard Law
School, is nationally known for his work on court procedure. He has authored or coauthored more than 25 books on this subject.
Professor Miller makes weekly appearances as a law commentator on ABC's Good
Morning America and has hosted the nationally syndicated show Headlines on Trial.
This newly released tape set consists of nearly 10 hours of substantive law including
1990 law, statutes and cases which makes it ideal for the 1990-91 academic year. The
retail cost of the set is $59.95 and is available now at local bookstores and Law
Distributors.
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'lla{uing flJiversity
at tlie
'University ofSan flJiego

Campus committees tackle social, diversity issues
by Charles D. Hrvatln

Diversity issues are coming to the forefro11t in today's socially conscious world.
The University of San Diego community is
well attuned to social issues and diversity
in particular this year. The University's
Social Issues Committee has chosen
"Valuing Diversity" as its 1990-91 Theme.
· During the course of the year the Social
Issues Committee (SIC) sponsors special
events with the "Valuing Diversity" theme.
This semester has witnessed speakers,
cultural awareness events and panel discussions on the theme.

Diverse speakers, events

Recent events, starting back in October, include an International Fair in conjunction with homecoming entitled' 'Celebrating Diversity.,., Speakers have been
interesting to say the least.
"Moving the Mountain: My Life in
China,'' was the topic of a discussion featuring Li Lu. Li Lu was a student leader in
Tianamen Square during the unrest in
mainland China during the summer of 1989.
Assembling student leaders from all over
China, the entire gathering were united as
one for the peaceful demonstration that
lasted for 23 days when the situation in the
streets reached crisis proportions. Li Lu
went into hiding after attacks on the students. Li Lu is currently a student at Columbia University traveling across the
nation.
A panel discussion November 6 focused on "Growing Up in the Culturally
Diverse '90s.'' The panel consisted of Maria
Garcia, Principal, Baker School; Gayle

Hoagland, The Storefront; Buonhong
Khommarath, UPAC and Cecil Steppe,
Chief Probation Officer, San Diego County.
With the mass amount of events no one
is expected to attend them all, however,
there is a wide range of topics and some
events that are just plain fun. The Grille
was the site of "Oktoberfest" with an
obvious Bavarian theme with "Deutsche
Volksmusic". Besides the German folk
music, "Prime Time at the Grille" features culturally diverse entertainment in
the Courtyard Grille every Wednesday at
6:30 p.m.
An upcoming event that fits in with the
fun and frivolity while helping get across
the message is the December 6 "Alternative Christmas Fair". Unique gift ideas
from artists in developing nations will be
available for purchase in the Hahn University Center from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. All
participating groups are from developing
countries.

Social Issues Committee

Today, Tuesday, November 13, "Urban Plunge" will take place.·The volunteer project for faculty and students is
sponsored by the Associated Students
Community Service. "Urban Plunge" takes
place each semester and students not able
to participate this semester are encouraged
to get active for next semester.
Events are not the only thing that diversity awareness has crept in to as a number
of undergraduate classes focus on Valuing
Diversity. Spring 1991 classes include the
theme sponsored class, "Valuing Diversity." The class consists of six seminars
meeting on Tuesdays. Three team taught

classes include: "The Voice of Black
America,'' and Spanish and English classes
in "The Study Abroad Experience: Coming to Terins with Cultural Diversity."
The SIC offers unique opportunities for
both the undergraduate and law school
communities by collaboration with the
Associated Students Community Service
Committee and a variety of graduate student organizations. Fourth-year evening
law student Priscilla Thorner presently sits
on the SIC.
"Students, especially law students,"
Judy Rauner, Volunteer Resources Director, pointed out, "are very interested-in
programs such as adult literacy; Special
Olympics, that has a basketball tournament scheduled for this weekend, November 16-17; Native American Outreach and
the Law Student Mentoring Program in
which law student spend one hour per
week with a student from Carson Elementary School;'' The Mentor Program was
very popular last year when started by
USD' s chapteroflegal fraternity Phi Delta
Phi.
There are also two subcommittees that
work under the umbrella of the SIC. The
Martin Luther King Subcommittee and the
Program Subcommittee each serves to
complement the service that goes on throughout the campus and community for cele·bration of Martin Luther King Day as well
as on-going programs.

MLKDay

The MLK Subcommittee consists of a
number of students including Kristina Kim,
Mark Hall, Robbie Sistos, and Geoff Koons
representing the Asian Pacific-American

Law Students Association, Black Law
Students Association, La Raza and Students for Social Progress respectively.
At this time the MLK Subcommittee is
working on garnering possible speakers
for MLK Day Celebration events. Two
noteworthy possibilities are the daughter
of Nelson Mandella and Jesse Jackson.
Working somewhat in conjunction, the
two subcommittees have scheduled a number
of events for the Spring semester. Besides
another International Fair a Faculty Series
lists the following: ''Population 2000: Are
we prepared?," Feb. 12; "Diversity on
Campus & In the Classroom," Feb. 19;
''Media- Is there Diversity in the Marketplace of Ideas?," March 5.
"Diversity in the Workplace," a conference scheduled for May 3, will be the
high point of the Spring term. The SIC
conference is co-sponsored with United
Way, Ecumenical Conference, Peace &
Justice Commission.
In the past the SIC has helped bring
internationally known speakers such as
Coretta Scott King and Jack Healey of
Amnesty International. Past cultural events
include a commemorative march for Martin Luther King, a parade for the bicentennial of the Constitution and a Peace Corps
birthill..j party.
The Volunteer Resource Office works
closely with the SIC and the student organizations, especially in community service projects.
With pro bono work brought to light by .
various factions in school and across the
nation, students have a catalyst to meet
personal and professional volunteer and
public service needs.

Multi-culture law day termed resounding success
Minority students
encouraged to· ·
pursue law school

University of California-Berkeley. He
graduated from Stanford Law School in
1974 and has been a San Diego Municipal
Court Judge for nine years. Judge Arreola

encouraged students to persevere in their
quest for higher education, despite the
demoralizing perception by some that they
are not "qualified."

by Robbie Slstos

Finally, the students were given a peek
at a typical law school day when Visiting
Professor Miguel Mendez energetically
conducted a mock law school class and
Professor Jean Montoya presided over a
mock review Of jury instructions submitted by Advanced Trial Advocacy students
Susana Martinez and Angel Bermudez.
The students were then invited to lunch on
enchiladas served in the second floor foyer,
where they were joined by first-, secondand third-year law students.

La Raza Law Students Association hosted
its first Multi-Cultural Law School Day on
November3, 1990atUSD.Approximately
70 students from USD, UCSD, San Diego
State, UC Irvine, UC Riverside and USIU
registered and participated in the event.
The goal of La Raza in sponsoring the
event was to encourage minority college
students to apply to law schools by providing information on the admissions process,
financial aid and the academic challenge
that awaits first year law students.
The Law Day began with an international speech given by the Honorable Judge
Arreola, who shared his all-too-familiar
story of being labeled and treated as a
retarded child while in elementary school.
Although Judge Arreola dropped _out of
school at age 12 to work as a migrant
laborer with his family, he eventually returned to school obtaining his B.S. and
M.S. degrees in Civil Engineering from

Informational presentations were then
given by Director of Admissions Cindy
Butler, Financial Aid Director Carl Eging,
Professor Janet Madden, Black Law Student Association (BLSA) President Mark
Hall and La Raza Admissions Coordinator
Carlos Ruan.

Faculty, . administrators and visiting
students gave an enthusiastic review of the
Law Day, or Assistant Dean Carrie Wilson
declared, "It was a resounding success!"

Photo Courtesy of Robbie Sistos.

The honorable Rafael Arreola of the San Diego Municipal Court tells student
visitors why minorities should enterthe legal profession, during Multi-Cultural
Law Day at the law school.

La Raza is grateful to its sponsors -Dean Kristine Strachan, Professor Jorge
Vargas and Bancomer, the Student Bar
Association, BLSA, Law Distributors, Carl's
Jr., McDonald's and Jose Hernandez Catering -- for making the event possible.
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Forbes

Continued from Page 1

tenant Governor for the Ninth Circuit,
Lieutenant Governor of Communications,
and authored ABA/LSD legislation.
Forbes competition included four women
from Willamette, University of Tulsa,
George Mason and University of Florida.
Forbes is currently a Patient Advocate
for the Patient Advocacy Group of San
Diego Company. Her position requires
advising and infonning mentally and developmentally disabled patients of their
legal rights, participating in certification
review hearings, complaints and research.
A graduate of CSU Fullerton, she received her B.S. in Criminal Justice with a
minor in Political Science. Forbes held a
4.0 in both her major and minor while
receiving a 3.7 overall GPA.
Not the only USD student roaming the
halls of Boston, USD second-year Anne
Dierickx was also present, lobbying for the
position of Secretary-Treasurer. Dierickx
was defeated by Stacy Nossaman of Thomas M. Cooley Law School. According to
Forbes, Dierickx made a good showing
and benefitted from the experience by
exposure at the convention.
Keep in mind that these accomplishments are possible of anyone who wants to
get involved.

Vote
Continued from Page 1
Joining Wilson in Sacramento will be
reelected incumbents Lieutenant Governor Leo T. McCarthy (D), Secretary of
State March Fong Eu (D), Controller Gray
Davis (D), and newly elected _Treasurer
Kathleen Brown (D) and Insurance Commissioner John Garamendi (D). The Attorney General spot will be decided after the
absentee ballots are tallied. Candidate Ario
Smith (D) led Dan Lungren (R) by less
than 30,000 votes with 100 percent of the
precincts counted. However, as many as a
half-million absentee ballots remained to
be counted.
Locally, in the much publicized and
bitter race for San Diego County Sheriff,
Jim Roache defeated Assistant Sheriff Jack
Drown. Drown was endorsed by the controversial retiring Sheriff John Duffy and
supported by most of the department's
deputies. The association with Duffy appeared to hurt Drown as problems within
the sheriffs department persisted throughout the campaign. Roache, while claiming
victory, vowed to make a clean sweep of
the department that has been scandalized
by alleged improprieties during the recent
years.
'

Big Green spoils

Most of the statewide propositions went
down to defeat. Most notably, Proposition
128, better known as Big Green, that would
have imposed stricter environmental regu. lations, lost by nearly a 2-to-1 margin.
Propositions supporting an increase in
alcohol taxes were also defeated. In general, most voters concluded that the cost of
most of the propositions on the ballot would
eventually be paid by the taxpayers and
voted them down.

Nationally

Nationally, in what many labeled the
"kick the incumbents out" election, most
legislators were reelected to their offices.
There were very few changes, but the
Democrats picked up nine seats in the
House and one in the Senate.
The Republican party also suffered some
key losses in gubernatorial races held in
Florida and Texas. With the exception of
a handful of notable congressional races,
the 1990 midtenn elections produced results very similar to recent races of the
past. The trend will more than likely continue during the next election.

Photo Courtesy of Cheryl Forbes.

(Boston) -- ABA-LSD conventioneers celebrating officer election results. Clockwise from top left: Bill Healy, Division
Delegate; Trish, Moran, Vi~e Chair; "Murph", Division Delegate; Xavier Cortada, Division Delegate; Tracy Giles,
Chair-Elect; Stacy, Secretary/Treasurer-Elect; Sheila Tandy, Circuit Govern_or; Cheryl Forbes, Vice Chair-Elect; Brian
Melendez, Chair; Rochelle Deveaux, Secretary/Treasurer; Laura, Vice Chair of SBA.

NAPALSA celebrates 10th .a nniversary
by Mitch Kam

Recently on October 25-28, well over
100 law students from schools across the
nation gathered on the campus of Harvard
Law School for the annual National Asian
Pacific American Law Students Association (NAPALSA) Conference.
NAPALSA is composed of students from
the various Asian Pacific American Law
Students Associations nationwide. This
year's conference, ''Empowennent Through
the Law,'' celebrated the 10th anniversary
of the national organization. Members in
attendance evaluated the progress of Asian
Pacific American communities over the
last 10 years and contemplated possibilities for the future.
The activities start early Friday evening
with a Law School Fair. Undergraduates
from Boston and the surrounding area spent
a few hours with student representatives
from the various law schools discussing
the merits of attending law school. The fair
presented an excellent opportunity for the
undergraduates to get a view of what law
school was really like from an actual student's perspective.
Later that evening, the opening address,
''The Future for Asian Americans in the
Law," was delivered by Cedric Chao, a
partner at San Francisco-based Morrison
& Foerster. Chao emphasized the strides
Asian Pacific Americans have made in the
legal field since his days as a student at
Harvard Law School in the mid-1970's.

He also indicated the vast opportunities
that awaited those that are just entering the
.field during his motivating address which
set the tone for the rest of the conference.
Saturday started off with a quick breakfast before everyone jumped into the day's
full schedule of events. The morning started
off with a panel discussion "Legislative
and Political Interests: Where do· we go
from Here?,'' followed by student discussion groups. The panel consisted of attorneys currently working in different legislative political capacities.
The student discussion groups presented
an opportunity for students from the various·law schools to exchange infonnation
on such topics as mentoring and academic
support programs, admissions and faculty
recruitment. The problems existing at the
attending schools varied, but seemed very
similar to those encountered at USD. In
many respects, the situation is actually
slightly better at USD than at many of the
·
other schools across the nation.
Later in the day, after lunch, a panel of
attorneys discussed a topic popular on many
of the nation's law school campuses this
year. The panel, "The Importance of
Diversity in Legal Educatiem,'' addressed
the need for faculty diversification and
reevaluation of "traditional" approaches
to teaching. Many law school campuses
have presented similar topics this year.
The USD SBA Speaker's Bureau has a
faculty debate attacking this issue on
November 14. In contrast to the faculty

debate fonnat utilized here at USD, most'
other campuses have covered the topic
employing a panel discussion fonnat. The
most often cited reaS"oning for utilizing the
panel discussion format has been the potential internal divisiveness the faculty
debate fonnat produces when covering this
sensitive topic. Schools that have conducted panel discussions have been more
successful in attacking the issue as a team
working toward similar if not identical
goals, while avoiding the polarization that
is often the result of debates.
The day concluded with afternoon panel
discussions on "Urban Communities and
the Legal System" and "Private Sector
Culture,'' followed by a dinner and dance.
The Keynote Address was presented by
Wallace Loh, the newly appointed dean of
the University of Washington Law School.
Loh became the first Asian dean of a U.S.
law school this past summer. Dean Loh
expressed the challenges and opportunities that will be faced by Asian Pacific
American attorneys and the legal community in the future. He expressed a feeling of
responsibility and optimism to the group in
attendance. Since becoming dean, Loh has
managed to recruit a first-year class that is
"composed of 37 percent men and women
of color."
The conference concluded with a breakfast and NAPALSA Business Meeting early
Sunday morning. Next year's conference
is scheduled tentatively for Seattle, Washington.

Fonning the panel will be Jess Haro of
the Chicano Federation; C. Terry Whiteside, Urban League; Gill Onti, Asian Busi-

ness Association and Richard Amador, who
co-counseled with MALDEF in the Los
Angeles City suit.

Panel tries to solve redistricting puzzle

What has become a popular topic this
year is redistricting in local and state government. With the recent elections complete the powers that be will have the
opportunity to make decisions directly
effecting representation that may cut votiung blocks along ethnic lines.
The La Raza Law Students Association
of USD is presenting a discussion entitled
''Where Will The Pieces Fit?'' on whether
redistricting will provide equitable representation in San Diego.'' Court cases have
been filed in Los Angeles and San Diego
counties and are at various stages of adjudication.
The event is slated for this evening,
Tuesday.November 13,at7p.m.inForum
A & Bin the University Center. Moderating will be USD Professor Patrick Drinan.
Drinan is a professor of Political Science
and Dean of the Arts and Science Department.

Faculty debate ready to go off
by C. D. Hrvatln

The revitalized Speakers' Bureau attempts its climb towards better credibility with
what is planned to be the first in a series of faculty debates this Wednesday.
The initial debate's topic will be ''The Hiring of Minorities in Higher Education.'' The
topic chosen addresses an issue of our time that is not just of interest on the Alcala Park
compound, but around the country.
The format will consist of three panelists on either side of the debate. Professors Larry
Alexander and Maimon Schwarzchild and local Libertarian Party leader Dick Ryder will
debate one side of the issue. Professors Don W eckstein and Robert Simmons in addition
to a representative of the American Civil Liberties Union,(ACLU) will argue the other
side.
·
Steve Smith, Student Bar Association president, commented on the idea of the Faculty,
Debate and the controversial topic. "The original idea was for a faculty debate first. The

See Debate on Page 1.1
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BE PREPARED FOR FINALS
WHAT FYR/ ADVANCED SEMINARS WILL DO FOR YOU:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

**

Review specific areas of Law thru Outlines designed for each area covered. This material is not available in published form.
Provide Exam Analysis for each area covered.
Develop Outline Organization techniques for each area covered.
Structure Adversary Arguments within IRAC format.
Provide Writing Technique for each area covered.
Outline and Analyze two final exam hypothetlcals for each area covered.
Most of all, train you to Write Superior Answers.
Provide Excellent Review for Multlstate Examinations.
In addition, each student will have the opportunity to write one exam hypothetical In each subject area. The completed
exam may be sent to Fleming's Fundamentals of Law, 21661 Crlptana, Mission Viejo, CA 92692, along with a blank
cassette tape and enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope (required for Its return). The exam will be critiqued
extensively through audio cassette and returned to the $tudent.

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

SAN DIEGO
Friday, November 16, 1990
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I

Monday, November 19, 1990
CRIMINAL LAW
6:30 p.m. - 10:30 p .m.

Sunday, November 18, 1990
CONTRACTS l·U.C.C.

( Procedure. Commerc e Clouse. Federal Sta te Conflicts.
Due Proce ss. Privacy, Equal Protection )

(Formation. Defenses. Third Porty Benefic ia ries)

9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

Tuesday, November 20, 1990
MDENCE

Sunday, November 18, 1990
TORTS I

Saturday, November 17, 1990
REAL PROPERTY I

( Includes Evidence VEvidence II)

Price $65.00 (Reg. $90.00)
6:30 p.m. -11: 30 p.m.

(Intentional Torts, Defe nses, Neglige nce-Causation
Emphasis. Defenses )

(Future Interests. Adverse Possessio n . Closs Gifts.
Landlord -Tenant)

2:30 p.m. -6:30 p.m.

1:00 p .m. - 5:00 p .m.

1

Courses will be held at Callfornla Western School of Law, 350 Cedar Ave., San Diego, Room number to be posted on day of lecture.

The Pre-Registration Price For Each Seminar Other Than Evidence - $45.00
Registration At Door If Space Available - $50.00
•
•

10 seminars to be held in Orange County Nov. 26 - Dec. 5. If you have a ny questions, please call.
Courses not available live are available on audio cassette tape with corresponding out line. Price $50.00
( Includes Shipping & Handling

Course Lecturer

Professor Jeff Fleming
~------------

Attorney at Law
Legal Education Consultant

Profe11lonal Re1pon1lbillty
Review Available on
Audio cassette -$60.00

------~-----~

For the past ten years, ' Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career towards the development of legal preparatory
seminars designed solely to aid Law Students and Bar Candidates in exam writing techniques and substantive law. Mr.
Fleming's experience inclodes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep Seminars and First, Second and Third Year Law School
Final Reviews. He is the Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar Review Seminar and the Founder and Lecturer of the Legal
Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars involving intensive exam writing techniques designed to train the law
student to write the superior answer. He is the Founder and Lecturer of Long/Short Term Bar Review. In addition, Professor
Fleming is the Publisher of the Performance Examination Writing Manual, the Author of the First Year Essay Examination
Writing Workbook and the Second Year Essay Examination Writing Book. These are available in California Legal Bookstores.
Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adjunct faculty at Western State University in Fullerton and is currently
.a Professor at the University of West Los Angeles School of Law where he has taught for the past eight years. He maintains a
private practice in Orange County, California.
·

Name

REGI STRATION FORM

Ad mi nistrative Offices

Address
City
Telephone (Area Code)
Law Sc hool
Number of Semester Curre ntly Enrolled
Semina rs to be Atte nded

Mail this Reg istration Form to

FLEMING'S-FUNDAMENTALS
OF LAW

State

Zip

21661 Criptana
Mission Viejo, CA 92692

(714) 770-7030

Form of payment (blacken box)
o Check
o Money Order
(Make payable to
Fleming's-Fundamentals Of Law ~
'REGIS TRATI ON AT DOOR IF SPACE PE RMITS

LEARN TO WRITE ••• THE RIGHT ·wAY.
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Opportunities abound for students

The structure of the ABA creates many
positions for law students who would like
to get involved. Of course the first step of
involvement is as an ABA Law Student
Division (LSD) member. Individual ABN
LSD membership offers general infonnation on the latest legal issues through the
ABA Journal and Student Lawyer magazine as well as inside information about
specific areas of law when you join a
section. When you join the ABA, you have
the option of joining any of the 30 sections
pertaining to sjJecific areas of law. As a
member you are also eligible for significant savings on services such as Life Insurance; a Law Student MasterCard, the
PMBRReview Course and car rental services. Also you can polish your skills and
heighten your visibility in the ABA National Competitions. (See membership
applications in the Records office or myself foi more details.)
The next step of ABA involvement is
membership in the local USD ABA Chapter. By getting involved in the Chapter on
campus, you can participate in events such
as the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
Program (VITA) and a Mock Trial with
local grammar school children this spring.
Every year the Chapter will have elections
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by Cheryl Forbes
ABA-LSD Vice Chair-Elect

N~vember

for ABA Representative-Elect. The following year the Elect becomes USD's ABA
Representative. As Rep you are not only
the President of the USD Chapter, but also
represent USD School of'Law at all the
Ninth Circuit meetings and the ABA Annual
Conference.
Elections for the next level of involvement, Circuit Governor, are held each Spring.
You don't need any prior involvement or a
previous ABA title, although it helps to
win the election. However, you do have to
file a timely application and ·be able to
attend the Ninth Circuit's Spring C&ucus at
Palm Springs in early March of 1991 to
campaign. As Governor you would be in
charge of the Ninth Circuit's activities,
including overseeing all the Southern
California, Hawaii and Nevada ABA representatives and SBA presidents from each
ABA-approved school.
The Circuits are set up very much like
the Federal Court Circuits. The governors
from each Circuit across the country.get
together and fonn th~ Law Student Division Board of Governors, who meet three
times a year in different parts of the country. At their last meeting, which is usually
held in November, they elect the National
Offices of Chair, Vice-Chair and Secretary{freasurer. Each office carries atwoyear term.
The Chair is the Chief Administrative

Officer of the organization while the ViceChair supervises the Board of Governors
and promotes membership. The Secretary/
Treasurer is the financial and secretarial
officeroftheLaw Student Divisjon. All of
these offices involve a lot of travel and
interaction with the National Offices of the
Young Lawyers Division and Senior Bar
Division of the ABA. Other opportunities
to get involved with the ABA include the
three positions of Division Delegate, whose
duties include getting the resolutions which
were passed at the Annual Convention,
approved by the Senior Bar Division so
that they can become official stands of the
ABA as a whole.
Also, for SBA Presidents, the position
of Vice-Chair of SBA was created to encourage more SBA involvement withiri
the ABA Both of these positions are elected
each year at the ABA Annual Conference.
The Vice-Chair of SBA is selectively elected
by SBA Presidents from all the ABA law
schools.
.
Also, the position ofliaison to the various ABA sections are available each
• Spring. These are very unique opportunities to get involved within a specific area
of law and to meet and work with the
leaders of these fields. The interviews for
these positions will also be at the Spring
Caucus at Palm Springs in early March of
1991.

Student named
to Student Aid
Commission

USD was present at the recent California Student Aid Commission (CSAC)
meeting in Sacramento in the person of
Laura Adame. The meeting was her first as
a member of the Program, Policy and
Operations Committee for CSAC.
The committee advises the CSAC, which
administers the CAL Grant Programs, the
student loan programs and all other student
financial programs in the state of California. As the newest member of the committee, she wilJ be one of four students, each
representing a different branch of our
educational system. The remainder of the
20-member committee is comprised of
financial aid directors, banking vice-presidents, high sehool counselors and systemwide administrators.
Adame is presently a junior accounting
major. She has been on the Dean's list four
semesters with Honors. She a recipient of
the American Institute of Certified Accountants Scholarship in addition to other
scholarship awards.
She has gained additional experience
by working in the USD Financial Aid Office
since 1987. She has also been a mentor for
new students through the USD Mentor
Program.

Lawyer's Club speaker addresses current issues facing Supreme Court
by Shawn Randolph

Frank Susman, chief counsel in many
cases setting forth successful Constitutional
challenges to restrictive reproductive rights
statutes, including Webster v. Reproduc~
tive Health Services-where he represented
Planned Parenthood, spoke at a recent
meeting for the San Diego Lawyer's Club
on October 25, 1990. He addressed the
provocative cases that will be argued and
decided in the Supreme Court this tenn
and discussed their potential ramifications.
He also gave his predictions on their outcomes.
In his opening remarks he commented
on how the Supreme Court is accepting
fewer cases this year because they have
more discretion in granting cert; and direct
appeals are very limited. In the over 5,000
cases that request hearing, the Court accepts only 150, roughly three percent.
Susman also commented on Justice David
Souter, the most recently sworn injustice.
He cited Justice Souter's major qualification as ' 'no paper trails,'' (inferring that he
is qualified because so little is known about
him, in that, he has not divulged many of
his views by way of opiriion).
Susman went on to address several major
cases pending before the Court that have
the potential to make big changes.

addition, it requires that all programs and facilities that are involved in abortjpn
counselling or abortion related services be
totally segregated from those programs
that receive federal funds. This means that
the same building, or even the same .type• writer, phone or personnel cannot be shared.
Susman asserted that this involves bla. tant first amendment issues of freedom of
speeeh, and requires health care professionals to commit -gross malpractice by
law, because they would be unable to express
what they think is medically the best advice to their patients. He also stated that
this one's outcome will be too close to
predict, and that it may depend on how
Justice Souter decides.
3. Board ofEducation ofOklahoma City
Public Schools v. Dowell.
This case has been in the courts for 29
years, it was filed in 1961. It involves a
court issued busing order to achieve desegregation. The Oklahoma City Schools
stopped busing, claiming it failed to achieve
desegregation. Susman predicted that the
court will decide this case on a procedural
technicality and allow the district to get
away with not reinstating busing.

1. Perry v. Louisiana.
This case presents the Court with the
question of whether a mentally ill death
-row inmate may be made competent enough
to be executed by forcing him to take
medication. This inmate is competent when
on the medication, and incompetent when
off it The state ofLouisiana is arguing that
it is required that they treat him so they can
"relieve ~s suffering!"
Susman describes this as the "most
bizarre argument of the term," and "the
macabre case of the year." He also predicts that Perry will lose (his life, that is).

4. International U.A. W. v. Johnson
Controls Inc.
This is a Title VII case that involves a
statute that bars women from employment
in certain jobs in the-sole interest of protecting fetal health. Specifically the case
involves women workers in a battery
manufacturing company who are barred
from working if their blood level exceeds
a certain level of lead contamination. The
decision will affect a great many working
women.
Susman said it was difficult to tell what
the Court will do here, but he piedicts that
the Court will decide in favor of women
and "Justice O'Connor will hopefully
remember her sex and vote right."

2. Rust v. Sullivan.
This case involves a statute under Title
X regulations that prohibits any medical
establishment receiving federal funds from
counselling for abortions. It also requires
that federally funded clinics make referrals to protect fetal interests. This statute
prolubits discussing abortion, and certainly
prohibits referral for abortion services. In

5. Pacific Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Haslip.
This case has the potential to do away
with ·punitive damage awards. It raises
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment issues.
Susman predicts that punitive damages
will continue to live.

6. Masson v. New Yorker Magazine.Inc.
·•This is a libel case. The outcome of tliis
case could be that malice cannot be inferred from anything misprinted in quotes,
even ifthe words are intentionally fabriqted. l~ essentially says that a writer can
make up quotes as long as she doesn' t alter
the substance. Susman gave no prediction
on the outcome of this case.

a situation where an attorney is a client, he
or she is entitled to a fee award.
-Susman predicts the attorney will get
paid. .

11. Carnival Cruise Lines Inc. v. Shute.
This involves minimum contacts. Since
the facts in this case conjured up civil
procedure nightmares, the author was unable
to get th,e facts straight on this one. Suffice
it to say that this case has the potential to do
7. Barns v. Glen Theatre Inc.
In this case the Court is faced with the away with the whole concept of minimum
question of whether dancing nude in a bar contacts. (Unfortunately, too late in comis freedom of expression. The lower court ing for anyone reading this article.)
There were questions following the
held it is.
Susman's presentation on these cases. He
Susman predicts a court reversal.
was asked what level of scrutiny was involved in the Webster decision. He an8. Boureslan v. Arabian American
Oil Co.
() swered that the Court did not address any
The issue presented in this case is whether particular level of scrutiny.
Dean Strachan, who attended the lunchTitle VII applies outside the continental .
United States where an American employee, eon, asked the speaker to comment on
hired by an American Company is dis- what it was like to argue for the Supreme
criminated against by his or her American Court in the Webster case. Susman deemployer. The lower court ruled that Title scribed it as an " amazing experience."
The cardinal rule, he said, is never fail to
VII did not apply.
Susman predicts that this case will be answer a question that is asked of you.
reversed and that Title VII will guarantee "They are like pitbulls, they will not let
protection to Americans from discrimina- you not answer!" He also said that going
tion by American companies that occurs second, it doesn't do any good to prepare a
speech, because you can't ignore what
outside of the United States' borders.
went on-before, that would be the biggest
mistake an attorney could make. When an
9. Edmonson v. Leesville Concrete Co.
Powers, a Fourteenth Amendment claim, attorney goes second, he or she has to do it
held that in a criminal proceeding white off the cuff.
He also pointed out the importance of
defendants cannot challenge the exclusion
of African-Americans on a jury, and also personal relations with the law clerks, and
denied African-American jurors standing that they can be vital assets to an attorney.
to raise claims. In this case, the Court is He encouraged everyone to go to Washpresented with a similar question in e ington and listen to oral argument. He said
you won't hear great eloquence. Attorneys
civil context.
Susman predicts that Edmonson will get there from th.e case, not because they
lose because Edmonson is a private civil are the cream of the crop. You are likely to
litigant; probably because it is more diffi- hear horrible argument.
Susman relayed an experience while
cult to-show state action in the civil context. He suggests that the whole idea of arguing Webster v. Reproductive Health
preemptory challenges is to discriminate, Services. In that case, the Solicitor General
and that this case may suggest that it is not asked to interject, and the Court allowed
okay to exclude people across the board in him 10 minutes of argument. The Solicitor
challenges where the Fourteenth Amend- stated ''it is not my intention to unravel the
cloth of the Constitution, but only to pull .
ment is implicated.
on a single thread." Susman countered,
"it has always been my experience that
10. Kay v. Ehrler.
This is an attorney's fee case. Cur- when I pulled at a single thread, the entire
rently, if an attorney is a party to a lawsuit sleeve falls off! '' He said he ran a risk with
and goes pro se, he is not entitled to a fee humor, but it got everyone's attention.
award. The Court in this case is asked, if, in They all laughed.
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This season we're welcoming back our frequent
skiers with the new ''Mammoth Club Card.* '' Now
you can ski Mammoth and June throughout the year at
a special frequent skier rate. Purchase the Mammoth
Clqb Card for $59 and you can buy lift tickets at Mammoth or June Mountains for $25 a day anytime. The
Club also provides you discounts on airfare, lodging,
merchandise, race clinics and more. The more you ski
the more you save! Enjoy our two spectacular mountains served by 38 lifts with.over 180 trails and up to
3,100 vertical feet of fantastic skiing terrain.
Make plans now to escape to Mammoth and June
midweek. It's the best way to experience our mountains. An environment where wide open trails give you
more time to challenge our mountains over and over.

Sign me up for the Club!

D Send me the free Mammoth Vacation Planner
D Yes, I've enclosed my 159 payment, I want to take advantage of
the Mammotb Club Card.
Name._ _ _ _ __ _ __
Address - - - - -- -City _ _ _ _ __

_
-

_

_ _ _ __

- - -- - --

_ ___,.,T _ . _

Zip _ _ __

Phone
0 Check D Money Order D Visa D M/C 0 AMX
CC No.
Expiration Date: -

- - --

- --

-----

Signature

24, Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546 (619) 934-2571 .
*The Mammoth Club Card is non-transferable.
Good 1990-91 season only.

Send to: Box

®Mammoth Mountain
Ski it to believe it!
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Mohr Fund benefits again from
another successful tourney

by Charlie Hrvatin

awarded a Cobra Baffler driver. Muller
donated her winning club to be auctioned
The students were the big winners financially and Brian Schwartz was the big off.
The continuous auctioning of rafile items,
winner as far as scores and prizes were
in addition, to the return of former profesconcerned in the 1990 Michael Mohr An
sor Lou Kerig's Toledo Mud Hens cap to
nual GolfTournamenL Tourney participathe auction block garnered more money
tion swelled to 90 this year with foursomes
trekking over the majority of Rancho San for the fund.
The Michael Mohr Memorial Fund was
Diego's Ivanhoe Course for the 9 o'clock
started to honor the former USD law stushotgun starL
Schwartz, Class of 1975, shot a 3-over . dent who died in an airplane accident in the
par 75 to take first place and was the proud spring of 1976. Mohr, was in route to visit
purchaser of an Arcade Basketball Game his parents in Palm Springs when weather
overtook the chartered plane.
from World Famous Trading Co., Ltd.
As an avid sports fan and sometimes
when the raffle prize hit the auction blocks
golfer, his friends began small with an
for $100.
intimate tournament at Tecolote Golf course
Professor Larry Alexander made a run
at the title by posting a 6-over, 78. The before advancing to the long East County
Low Net overall score went to Mike Bar- links of Rancho San Diego.
Next year's tournament should be bignes with a 64.
Other net score winners included: Scott ger then ever with the first move in quite a
while across the cart path to Rancho San
Abell, first flight; second-year Cedrick
Diego's Monte Vista course. The tournaKerns, second flight; and Steve Romanoff,
third flight. Dave Hall and Lynn Muller ment once again is slated for the first
were the long drivers of the da'.y. Each was -Friday in November-- November 1, 1991.

Alum named
S&L vice
p~esident

1990 Michael Mohr Memorial
Golf Tournament Results

Alumnae Carolyn E. Sprogis has been
electe9 vice president of San Francisco
Federal Savings and Loan Association,
according to a recent announcement by the
Association president, Roger L.Gordon.
Sprogis joined San Francisco Federal in
1986 as associate counsel in the legal
department. In this position she provides
legal assistance and advice to all areas of
the Association.
Prior to joining San Francisco Federal, .
Sprogis worked as an attorney for Imperial
Savings and Phase I Development Company. Sh~ has also worked for the State of
California as an employme?t tax auditor.
A native of Colusa, Sprogis received
her bachelor's degree from the University
of San Diego graduating in 1977. She also
received her J.D. from USD as a member
of the School of Law Class of 1984. Currently, she is a member of the State Bar of
California, the American Bar Association,
P.A.D. Law Fraternity International and
serves on the scholarship committee of the
Queen's Bench Bar Association.

Championship Flight (Gross Score)
Brian Schwartz (75)
Larry Alexander (78)
Bud Rosenbloom (80)
First Flight
Scott Abell (66)
Roberta Goldman (66)
Jim Holfon (67)
Second Flight
Cedrick Kerns (65)
Brian Mousmoules (67)
Milan Dimich (67)
Third Flight
I
Steve Romanoff (69)
Jim Mitchell (71)
Paul Boland (75)
Dave Rosenberg (75)
Low Ne.t Score
Mike Barnes (64)

Debate

Continued from Page 9.

topic (Minority Hiring in Higher Education) just happened to be one of the topics
that would be good (for a debate)."
Speakers' Bureau Chair Mark Bauman

announced that event coordinator Ben
Johnson will act as moderator. The idea of
having a student. moderator was to give
students an opportunity to have some say

in the discussion and its direction.
The Bureau at a recent meeting discussed the possibility of using student
moderators for such events and chose from

within due to time constraints.
The event will be held this Wednesday,
November 14, in the University Center Forum A at 7 p.m.

~E PREPARED FOR FINAL EXAMS WITH

LAW DISTRIBUTORS ·
8TH ANNUAL

THANKSGIVING SALE
20°/o OFF

20% OFF

A.B. PRESS Q & A SERIES
CRIMINAL LAW COLORBOOK

15% OFF

GILBERT LAW SUMMARIES
CASENOTE LEGAL BRIEFS
SIEGEL'S-EXAM REVIEWS

10°/o OFF

5°10 OFF

CAMBRIDGE LAW STUDY AIDS
LUTHER ON TORTS OR CRIMINAL LAW
FLOFLE;X FLOW CHARTS

BAR/BRl'S HOT NEW TAPE SERIES.
HERBERT/SUM & SUBSTANCE TAPES

FINAL'S LAW SCHOOL EXAM SERIES
WEST'S BLACKLETTER LAW SUMMARIES
LAW IN FLASH FLASH CARDS

20°10 OFF

ALL STATIONERY SUPPLIES

15% OFF

LEGALINES
RUBENS LAW SUMMARIES
RUBENS Q & A TORTS K'S CRIMES

10% OFF

NUTSHELL SERIES
EMANUEL LAW OUTLINES
CASENOTE OUTLINES

FREE PARKING///

SALE DATES
November 19th,
20th, 21st, 23rd, 24th
Closed
Thanksgiving Day

VISA

FOR SAVINGS AND SELECTION!
IT'S
LAW DISTRIBUTORS
PROFESSIONAL BOOKSTORE
AT THE CORNER OF FIRST AND ASH STREET
1401 FIRST AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92101
(619) 231-0223
MASTERCARD

PHONE ORDERS

HOURS
M, W, TH. F
9:00-5:00
TUES.
9:00-6:00
SAT.
9:30-5:00
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IM Softball Odds Board

Journal of Contemporary Issues

Symposium on
track for January
by Rickey Cordwell

John Norton Moore, the director of the Centers for
Oceans Law and Policy and National Security has agreed
to participate in the Journal's Symposium in February
1991.
Professor Moore is also the Director of the Graduate
Law program for the University of Virginia, Chairman of
the Board of Directors to the United States Institute of
Peace, and consultant to Anns Control and Disarmament
Agency. He has held several important positions in the
past including counselor on international law to the Department of State (1972-73), Chairman of the American
Bar Association's standing committee on Law and National Security (1982-86), and Special Counsel for the
U.S. to the International Court of Justice in both the Gulf
of Maine Case (1981-81) and Nicaragua Case (1984).
In addition to his other accomplishments he has conceived and co'.-authored the first casebook on National
Security Law and has helped pioneer this new field.
Moore is writing a paper which will serve as the center
piece for discussion of the Symposium on F~bruary 14-15,
1991 in the University Center. This will provide the
framework to discuss the economic, political, historical,
and legal problems of United States intervention in the
Gulf Crisis or elsewhere in the world.
The Journal ofContemporary Legal Issues will publish
this paper and related papers in its Symposium issue in the
Spring 1991. Professor Jorge Vargas and Former Ambassador to Jordan, Paul Boeker have been helping the
Symposium committee obtain other speakers. Possible
speakers include Abram Chayes of Harvard, Paul Szaze
visiting at Berkeley and involved with the U.N. Peacekeeping activities, and the Iraqi Ambassador just to name a
few. Michelle Christoff and Casey Merrill are working
hard to complete the panel of speakers. They would like
to here from anyone interested in assisting them in procuring speakers for the program.
Cla~

'.

credits possible

There are now two ways to be published in the Journal
of Contemporary Legal Issues as a student. The first is to
submit an article to the Publications Committee and be
accepted. Marcia Walker is the Executive Editor that
heads the Publications Committee for the Journal. She has
provided a way for interested students to write a paper
under the independent study program with one of several
professors. A student can get both credits and possibly be
published in the Spring.
_
The second means is a writing competition in the
Spring on the international topic of the symposium. The
rules for the Journal's writing competition will be made
available in January 1991 to all who are interested. The
Journal's 1989-90 issue should be published and dispersed by December 1, 1990.

Women's Law Caucus

·.;.-~~

Playoff Preview

LOOK OUT FOLKS IT'S TOURNEY TIME.
November is upon us and along with Thanksgiving turkey, and college football rivalries, November brings us one
of the most important events in the world of si)orts -- ~ COMPETITIVE LEAGUE PLAYOFF TOURNAMENT.
. Sandwiched between the Michael Mohr Memorial Golf tournament and final exams, ''THE TOURNEY" will be
better than ever this year thanks to a new expanded format. The Czar, in his infinite wisdom, has decreed that all f~urteen
teams will be included in this year's festivities. In addition, the finals will consist of a best two-out-of-three senes ~d
the rumors are running rampant thatESPN will be on hand to televise the action~ Here's how the computer sees the acbon
shaping up.
KAHUNAS (3:1):
Threepeat? No way. These
guys just can't handle the pressure. Look for them to go
down in the finals.

SIT ON MY BASE PITCH (25:1):
Pete Rose
says bet on this squad to take it all. But we all know how
much Petey knows about gambling.

WEASELS RIP MY FLESH (5:1):
Rumorhasit
that this team is highly ranked because the Czar write the
odds. Balderdash, says the computer, this squad has
proven that they can win it all if they can avoid an earlyround loss.

BROWN'S BOMBERS (30: 1): . If everything goes just
right, they still won't win.

DANO RESERVE (7:1): Toooldtosurvivetherigorsof
a long tourney, look for this bunch to make it to the semis
then run out of GAS.
BRUTUM FULMEN (10:1):
Further evidence that
·the intramural administration does not rank teams high
simply because administration members happen to be on
the team. This squad is just a few horses short of being a
true contender.
FIGHTING SALMON (10:1): Watch out for those
Salmon, if everything goes just right this team is capable
of winning it all. The best team on paper doesn't always
win, just ask the A's.
TAKE IT DEEP (15:1):
A tough squad if everyone shows, look for this team to make it to the semis
and then be overwhelmed by superi.or talent or the Salmon.
F-TROOP (20:1):
A motley crew, this group
consistently chokes around tourney time, the more things
change the more they stay the same. Will go down in the
first round.

WSU (36:1):
This proud squad has been
reduced to a mere shell of its former self, rumor has it they
may pickup a couple of women and only play co-rec next

season.

NO WAY,

ORAL ADVOCATES (45:1):
NO HOW, NO CHANCE, SEE YA.

A's (55:1):
The only thing this squad has
in common with its counterparts in the American League,
BESIDES THE NAME, is that these A's won't win it
either.
C-FOOD (55:1):
Perhaps the best of the first
year teams, but this year that's not saying much. I guess
it really is getting tougher to get into USD Law School.
KILLER BEES (100:1):
For the first time in
the history of USD the computer is forced to go to triple
digits on a team's odds. At least you guys have fun.

"

_

Legal ,Sodefy reborn at law school

The University of San Diego School of Law Stildent
Bar Association granted recognition to the student chapter
of the Christian Legal Society atSBA's October30, 1990
meeting. This is the first step in the development ofafunctioning local chapter.
John Sullivan spoke on behalf of several law school
students interested in launching the group. One student
grouprepresentative asked, ''What is the difference between CLS and the Thomas More Society already existing
on campus?"
He replied that there is little difference in purpose or
goals, though Thomas More is basically made up of a core
group of Catholic attomeys,and that he hoped to cooperate fully with the Thomas More Society in activities for
students and faculty.

Sullivan, Lynn Ferch, Kevin Yamamoto and_ ~veral
other students have solicited the support of Professor
Darrell Bratton, Professor Jean Montoya, and Assistant
Dean Carrie Wilson to get the student led group up and
running. They will be having their first organizing meetings very soon.
Nationally, the Christian Legal Society boasts about
4,000 lawyers, judges, and law students as membe~, and
the national directory shows 14 lawyer members m San
Diego County.
·
·
All students, regardless of religious affiliation, are encouraged to learn more about the San Diego Chapter of
CLS.

--Submitted by John Sullivan

Holiday food, clothing drive
underway in Writs

The Women's Law Caucus is keeping
busy with a variety of activites. The WLC
has just started its Annual Food and CIOthing Drive. Contributions will go to the
YWCA Battered Women's Shelter. The
drive will last throughout the month ' of
November.
The November monthly meeting is
scheduled for a noon session in Room 2B,

Tuesday, November 13. (Today)
Virginia Nelson, President of the San
Diego County Bar Association, will speak
on sex discrimination in the law. Men,
women and faculty are invited.
This past weekend the group put on a
workshop on presentation styles. The
workshop was tailored with the legal profession in mind.

Photo courtesy of John Sullivan

Barbara Fears (Saint Louis University School ·of Law), John Sullivan
(USD), and Mark Mattne1 (College of William & Mary School of Law) pose before
the Christian Legal Society banner at Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Motions ...

Setting th·e tone: Hunger
awareness at USD
Sister Antonia Brenner, known and re-.
spected for her ministry at the Tijuana Jail,
will speak at Sundaya mass on, November
11, at 7 p.m. in Founders Chapel on the
USDcampus.
Sister Brenner's presentation to the students ofUSD will set the theme for Hunger
Awareness Week, Nov. 11-17. Students,
as well as faculty and staff at USD, will be
asked to participate in a day of fasting on
Thursday, November 15.
On that day, USD meal plan students
will "sign over" the meals they do not
consume in the University'sdining center,
and in tum, USD Dining Services will
donate the money for those meals to hunger programs within the city of San Diego.
Such benefactors will be the Catholic
Workers Soup Kitchen, St. Vincent de
Paul and Esperanza.
University students nationwide will be

participating in the fast -- choosing the
Thursday prior to Thanksgiving to serve as
a contrast to what is considered to most as
a holiday of plenty.
During the mass, USD Campus Ministry will present Sister Brenner with an
electric organ for her ministerial use at the
Tijuana Jail. Sister Brenner, an American
nun, has lived and worked in the jail for
over 10 years.
Members of the USD Sigma Chi chapter and other student volunteers have spent
time assisting Sister Brenner in her ministry in Tijuana. In addition, USD's student
volunteers donate thousands of hours at
soup kitchens, serving meals at the St.
Vincent de Paul-Joan Kroc Center, and
assisting with housebuilding and clean-up
projects in San Diego and Tijuana.

Blume play at Junior Theatre
San Diego Junior Theatre raises the
curtain on its 1990-91 season with a play
on one of the most popular contemporary
children's books, Tales ofa Fourth Grade
Nothing, by best-selling author Judy Blume.
Performances will run from now through
November 18, at the Casa del Prado Theater in Balboa Park.
Judy Blume is one of the most beloved
writers of books for young people, with 10
of her books on Publishers Weekly' s list of
87 all-time best-selling children's books.
Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing is a
funny and affectionate look into the crazy
adventures and frustrations of fourth-grader
Peter Hatcher and his mischievous little
brother, "Fudge," who makes him feel
like a "nothing." The play, adapted from
Blume's book by Bruce Mason, has delighted young audiences wherever it has
. been performed and has played to sold-out
houses.
The play is completely performed and
technically crewed by San Diego Junior
Theatre students ranging from 8-18 years

old. San Diego Junior Theatre's production is directed by Navarre T. Perry, wellknown locally as an actor at the Gaslamp
Quarter Theatre, the Old Globe, San Diego
Repertory Theatre, Starlight Musical Theater and the South Coast Repertory.
An evening performance will be held
Friday, November 16 at 7 p.m. with matinees Saturday and Sunday, November 1718 at2 p.m.
Tickets range from $5-7 and are avail~
able by phone (239-8355) from the Junior
Theatre Box Office, Tuesday through Friday, 12:30-4:30 p.m..Tickets are also available through Teleseat (283-SEAT) and
ARTsmx. Discounts are offered to seniors and groups of 15 or more. The box
office opens 1-1/2 hours before each performance.
.San Diego Junior Theatre is a nonprofit organization in its 44th year of providing San Diego's youth and the community with quality arts education and productions to the youth and the community.

Parade in Xmas in Old Town
The Christmas season will be kicked off down the road in Old Town on December 1
with the 29th Annual Old Town Christmas Parade.
Beginning at 11 a.m., the Saturday parade will take place in Old Town on San Diego
Avenue. Sponsored by the Old Town Chamber of Commerce with the support of the
California Department of Parks and Recreation, the merchants and residents of the Old
Town community, the parade will offer loads of fun. This year the parade will feature
many musical groups, equestrians, military veteran units and high school band and drill
units competing for awards; In addition there will be clowns, antique and classic autos,
and, of course, the highlight of the parade, Santa Claus.
The 1990 parade's theme is ''Let Freedom Ring'' honoring the military. Commander
·
Lloyd Bucher of the USS Pueblo will be Grand Marshall.

Value!

The Splendor of Baja

Value! DISCOUNTED
Value!
...y sobre todo el Sol...

WE HAVE THE LAST SEATS TO LOS CABOS FOR
THANKSGIVI NG. DEPART FROM SAN DI EGO NON
STOP ON WEDNESDAY 1:3 5pm, RETURN SUNDAY
12:50pm!
FROM $299.00 pp
PACKAGE INCLUDES :

CALL US FOR QUOTES
AND FLYERS

* ROUNDTRIP AIR TRANSPORTATION
* AIRPORT TRANSFERS TO HOTELS I N

SAN J OSE DEL CABO
4 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMODATIQNS
* BAGGAGE HANDLI NG AND ALL HOTEL
TAXES

*
\

PRICES ARE BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

SEATS

C LASSIC

T R A V E L

~

6110 Friars Rd., Suite 201
San Diego, CA 92108

(619) 299-6171

EXTREMELY LI MITED, SO BOOK NOW!
Abundant
Activities
Appealing
Accommodations
Delightful
Destinations
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Seaport offers annual
Parade of Lights
Seaport Village, the 14-acre bayside
shopping, dining and entertainment complex at thefootofHarbor Drive and Kettner
Blvd., rings in the holidays with a variety
of festivities beginning with Santa's Seaport Arrival on Friday, November 23 at 2
p.m. All of Seaport's entertainers, including the Seaport Village Band and 'Kazoo'
the Seaport Village Mime, will be on hand.
After his arrival, Santa will board a colorful pedicab. and lead a parade down the
boardwalk to the West Plaza.
Santa willlightSeaport's55-foot Noble
Fir Christmas tree, as well as all the lights
in the Village, during the official TreeLighting Ceremony the same evening at 5
p.m., on the lawn in front of the Harbor
House restaurant. This is one of the largest
tree-lighting ceremonies in San Diego. The
tree will be on display with more than
2,600 lights and 1,000 decorations.
The Seaport Village Band and carolers
will welcome the holiday season with a
festive holiday music concert. Free refreshments will be served at the Harbor
House restaurant for all those who attend
the ceremony.

Seaport Village will host a Holiday Fair
Saturday and Sunday, December 1-2, providing special holiday shopping opportunities. Seventy-five shops will have outdoor tables and displays featuring holiday
gift giving ideas.
Seaport will offer a "Purchase with
Purchase'' incentive the first three weekends of December, or while supplies last
Finally, the Parade ofLights takes place
on Sunday, December 23, on San Diego
Bay at6p.m. Seaport Village provides one
of San Diego's best locations to view this
annual boat spectacular.
Wrapping up the holiday season will be
a NewYear's Eve Salute to the Military,
including fireworks, Saturday, December
29, at 6 p.m., sponsored by Sunny 103.7
radio.
''This event allows families, young and
old, to share something special on New
Year's Eve,•' said Dana Lazzarevich, director of marketing for Seaport Village.
Throughout the end of the year, Seaport
Village will host a variety of on-going
activities to celebrate the holiday season
'including ongoing entertainment.

Classified Ads
Run your ad for only $4 for 25 words. Have something to sell or advertise? More reliable
than a packed bulletin board, more than 1,300 law students, staff and faculty read
Motions as well as many in the USD commuiiity; For information call: 260-4600, x4343.

FOR SALE

MOCK TRIALS

FOR SALE: Used books, used car or even new
goods. Motions classifieds are a great way to
reach buyers. Call 26Q-4600 x 4343 to place
your ad.

FOR RENT
Looking for an apartment or a roommate for
next semester? Put it in Motions! I The next
edition will be outthesecond week of school.
So. get your ads in before vacation.

ROOMATES WANTED

Jurors Needed For Mock Trials: Volunteer jurors are needed to participate in the Lawyering Skills II Mock Trials which will be held at the
Courthouse downtown on Monday. November 12;Tuesday.November 13; and Wednesday. November 14. from -6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Jurors will sit In the jury box. listen to trial.
deliberate. reach a verdict and give feedback to sh.,ident attorneys. Pleas_e call Leah
at 260-4600. extension 2662. between the
hours of 1 and 5 p .m. or drop by her office In
Room 103 of the law school.

WORD PROCESSING

Looking for roommates? Advertise in Motions
for $4 and reach more than 1.500 students
and in-coming students.

Typing: Very reasonable rates. accurate &
professional (will check grammar & spelling).
will do rush jobs. Call Karen at 448-5831 .

BAR REVIEW

Word Processing Services.
Competitive
Rates. Local to USD. Experience in many
fields. Call Jann 576-8189 and leave a message.

Fourth-Year Evening Students: If your taking
the California Bar take it from a winner and ·
purchase your Barpassers course from your
classmate for the last three years. Charlie
Hrvatin. Call me at 260-4600 x4343.
Trying to get rid of bar review materials or
trying to get some or just want info. Place a
Motions classified ad. $4 .per 25 words.

TRAVEL I SERVICES
CHEAP AIR FARES: Interviewing? Going home
for the holidays? Calli THE BARGAIN HUNTER
for great fares with no hassle. Free ticket delivery, student run. 297-6134.

PERSONALS/NOTICES

TUTORS
Looking for a tutor or looking for a student?
Advertise in Motions for $4 and reach more
than 1.500 students and students.

CONGRATULATIONSI Cheryl. we wish you luck
on your new post on the ABA We expect
great things from you. The Veeps.

WE'D LIKE TO
REMIND YOU THAT THE
UNCENSORED CONTENT
OF THIS NEWSPAPER IS
MADE POSSIBLE BY
THE CONSTITUTION OF
THE UNITED STATES.
THE CONSTITUTION
The w ords we live by

"'II

T o learn m ore about the Constitution wtite: Constitution, Wash~ngton.
D.C. 20599. T he Commission on the Bicentennial of T he U.S. Constltlltlon. ~~
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ONEY
AVE
NROLL ARLY!
.
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PMBR CALIFORNIA COURSE DISCOUNT

. DISCOUNT

- ENROLL .BY NOVEMBER 21st

~'

So. California Headquarters:
1247 6th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 4~9-8481
,

BAR

REVIEW

TOLL FREE IN CALIFORNIA
, (800) 523-0777

No. California Headquarters:
'
.
129 Hyde Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
'
(415) 567-7620

